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ABSTRACT
The three last American writers to win the Nobel

Prize represent American male novelists who have been unable pl
to come to terms with the "Otherness" of the female qr to draw
convincing portraits of women, As a-result, women in their ,lifor s are
presented as female stereotypes of one kind or another. Hbmi.gway
shows a split attitude toward women, depicting realisticall, 'only,
those women who are\either destructive or docile. Faulrter prresents
women it a vicious Manner, revealing a definite misOgyny',, and
Steinbeck portrayg ipry few women, giving those few subo,ilitate roles
while the plot usuaTly'centers on the relationships of \,pn.
Unfortunately, the itfluetce of` these \novelists on othl American
writers has been strong. (JM)
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SOME FICTIONAL 'STEREOTYPESST,EREOTYPES OF WOMEN IN 20TH -CENTURY AMERICAN FICTION

In recent years With theraising cifconstiousneSs for both women and

feminist criticism has taken its place among other, more traditional

critical approaches. The portrayal of women in such. varied literary forms
...

as theOld'TeStament and Medieval Romances.and by such diverse authors as

Charles Dickens and Francois Mauriac is subjected to close scrutiny,, re-

evaluation, and in many cases.harsh ,Gut,because it is our

country and our century, perhaps the largest.,budy,of feminist criticism

deals with American male writers. ThOugh the sources of this criticism

are multtfarioUs they are almost untversally condemnations. Time magazine,

in a special' issue on' "The American Woman" comments, 'Oddly women characters

have never had a particularly important place in American Literature...."

A Library Journal artiCle by Diane Gersoni Stavwdecries,the negative

stereotyping of women and .girls in children's books. Ms. 'Gersoni finds that

in fiction even the goodwriters 'seem limited'in their ability to convincingly

handle sexually and intellectually emancipated, real late-adolescent female

§katCarolyn Heilbrun remonstrates against the "male-fanta novel,. that for; the

mainstream of U.S. fiction. .(and its) refusal to al to Utl hum ty to women."

According to Heilbrum, "America alone among nations of hi lture, has been

in its novels as in its life, the great celebra r of th;. "manly" virtues of

, aggressiveness'and violence, the great 'rele 4. tor 'of amen to a Oace outside

the illea ingful life". A-comparison of ench an. American Male novelists

illustrates ,Heilbrun's theiis. Tho Franc: has its Miare-of male chauvinist

Writers there is: a strong , raditie of female protagonists i French

novels b males. Much of th s critic sm comes in the wake of the Womenq
0

Liberation:Movement and Mows th pattern set by 'Kate Millett,in SexUal

Politics. Ms. Millet , sees misogynist literature as a primary vehicle of

masculine hostilit .
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follows the patter set by Kate /141 1 ett i n Seigal Pol ti cs . Ms . Mill eit

sees misogynist. literati \e as a p imary,4ehicle of masculine hostility.;
.

Though this ljterature.has\a strong historical tradition, 'Millett points out

that in the twentieth centut4 with the abatement of-censorship, there,

has been a new frankness exp essing thiS
\

hostility in specific sexual

contexts. The explicit ay.pOitrat of the de rading and insulting sexual

eXploitatp.tif women, which was once. forbi,den. outside Of pornO6raphy,

is now given free ,expvession: ,a 'develOpment with obvious anti-social im

.040tiOns Once Mil lett has set tip the 'historical nd ideological back-

, .

:' ground for Aexual politics, she turps to a thoraul roasting of those who

helped to build the structure, the writers who ',,CUltural agents reflect

f1/4/

and shape attitudes. The main` sources of her vituperation are:D.H. ,Lawrence
,,, ..

,

, k

Henry Millei!, and Norman Mailer the fatter...two being. Ameridans. In line
'.

Millett uses Gentt, a F;Vendh ,writer, as an Opposite
L.

with our theory

to Mailer.

"One of the main thrusts of lifirarOument, however, is that this

"failure of AMerican male noveliAs is .not4 g' recent issue,Fireated

fed by feminist critics! :2Fort ,Xhough-these attacks have 'ginedvnew impetus.

and though most of the-strident voices are now female,-the ,tendeficy to

negtive stereotyping has,been noted by significant male and fergale critics

for at least three and a iralf.decadds One of the main salVost. delivered.

More than a'decade ago, was Leslie Fiedler's, Love and Death in the Airierfcan

Novel. Fiedler's contention is that "The of SentiMenialiSm in the
, .

American' novel not only made it exceedingly difficult' for our writers,too.

portray sexual passfori, but prevented theth as well ft=bm drawing convincing

portratts of Women ". .Fiedler, in his 'analysis of the doffoloncies. of the
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American male character, reiterates what Simone de Beauvdir had explained

so incisively as far back as 1949; the male inability to come, to` terms

with the Otherness of the female. The concept of Otherne4-4f-4.peauvoir

explains it has special pertinence to American authors,

Since the concept of Other has strong roots in e legend,of Genesfk

which through the Judeo-Christian ethic'is part and parcel of the majority

of American theologies, it is naturally omnipresent in our society. In the.

mytholo0 of the Christian West and therefore of the American mind, woman

Is'created, not as a separate, unique entity, but from the body of man and

for the purpose oecomirlementing man. She is therefoe'not an end An herself,

but a functionary:of man Sjulfillment. :Man is'the .SUbject, woman is the:

object, the:Other. Is it any wonder that the American male novelist hat

difficulty in assigning full humanity to her?

The validity of this feminist criticism could be more readily dismissed'

if it were limited to a few non - representative writers. Its pertinence

could be questioned.ifthe criticisms were limited to less than major writers,

but the charges:have been leVeled by a cadre of non - feminists and a large

number Of the charges are/against our most prestigioUs authors. For the

purposes of my thesis hava choten Hemingway, Faulkner, And Steinbeck as

representatiVe of. the American male noveliSt,; This 'deice is not an arbitta6

one. These men represent widely varying:geographiCal:loCations: the North,

the South,, and the West coast; their works are texfboOlcaxamples of the

individuality of. distinct. styles; their subject matter is decidedly diverse.

Andas the last three'Americans to win the Nobel Prize they represent the

American novel for much of the rest of the world.

Perhaps the first critic to-be sensitive to Hemingway's particular

distorted depiction of women was Edmund Wilson. In 1939 Wilson pointed out



what he called Hemingway's growing:antagonism :to Women, which was especially
. ,

evident in "The Short HapPy Lite of *Francis Macomber' ,and "The SnowS of Kill!.

manjarO" as well as in The Fifth Column. Wilson observea,:that the antagonl-

ism came throOgh in those werks: principally; but. that the tendency could be

)~traced through,manY of the Other,short 'stories` such as "The octor"and the

Doctor's Wife ", "Pills* Like.)4hite ,ElephantS"; "Cross. Country SnoW"; and "An

Alpine Idyll ". Memingway.* early women. are all frustrated* or thwarted:or

-.. die. because of their, relationships withinent .001 the docile, submissive,

"infra-Anglo,.Saxons;typesproVide.satisfactirY partners, and ,at that they

often suffer the same fateas.' their more agg tsive. sisters. Wilson's line

of reasoning was that there a marked sini jarity, between. Hemingway and

Kipling i.n this tendencY.. He defined it as a\Split-attitude oward women.

Wilson labeled this an "1 nstinct to get, the worndown" and said that it
.:-, , . , .:

.changed frOm that .in the early Michigan woods stories to, a fear that. the

:woman -would getthe man down in the African stories.,

Carlos Baker, dean of Hemingway critics, as well as author of the,

definitive Hemingway biography, points out that ,HeMingt,iay'.s failure to
- , :. . .. i ,

.fulfillhii desire to "tell it the way it was" results, from his 'failure

:,,or his taCit, refusal to depict real iStically any but 'the .women. who Occupy
.

the two extreines:Of :destructive deadliness or devoted docility.- This failure,

::Mr. Baker, explainsi,:is,becaUse Hemingway. sees womenas aspects of .the poetry

of things. "His heroines, to make the statement exactly, are meant to show

a symbolic or ritualistic function in the service,of: the artist and the sera,

vice of man".

Hemingway comes under attack .because hiS leinales.arenot real, or as

.Fiedler put it, not *there at all. "There are no Women ,in Hemingway "s books,
. . - .

Fiedler contends because "in no' case, can*he oUite succeed in mapng: his,
.

females *human...." Faulkner, on the Other 'hand, stands:aCcused of being:-:



an obsessive Misogynist. Fiedler states, "In no other writer in the world

do pejorative stereotypes of women appear with greater frequency and on

more levels. . ." Furthermore, Fiedler contends that if Faulkner had been

writing about any racial minority, his books would.have been banned. His

attitude,.however, reflects "a body of prejudice so deeply ingrained in

Americans that even hysterically rendered it seems too familiar to be

shocking". Whereas Hemingway has a few natural Women who are redemptive,

even Faalkner's "dewiest dells" turn out to be destroyers-rather than re-

deemers.

Maxwell gesimar identifies Faulkner s misogyny with a protest against

life. He diagnoses this attitude as "a hatred of life so compelling" tliat

the crux of;Fati, lkner's discontent comes to rest on women as the sburce of

life. Geisth4r found that in Faulkner there is a definite diS6ust with the

present that represents man's progress and a longing for the past when things

were supposed l# different. Long before the women's movement combined the

woman and the-Negro, Faulkner did. According. to Qeitmar;, the woman is seen

as the symbol ofthe southern age of chivalry which has been perverted

and the black is seep as the cause of the loss of the pait life.

WhereasHemingway has been criticized for his. unrealistic depiction

of women `and Faulkner for his vicious one, in analyzing Steinbeck's fictional

female creations, one encounters the problem of quantiti?-as well as the

problem of quality. There is a scarcity of women in the majority of Stein-

beck's novels, Peter Lisca points the paucity of what might',be(called

romantic love. Instead of boy meets girl, man meets man. Citing the close

male,relationships in eleven of Steinbeck's novels, 'Lisca comments, "There

are:women in these 'novels, hut their allurethents are overshadowed by the

more solid attractions of male companionship". Another interesting

phenomenon, pointed out by qlsca, is that in all of Steinbeck's work there



are only a half-doien unmarried women who, are not professional whores.

'the world of hisfidgon women do have a place but they seem compelled

to choose between home-makinb and whoredoms%

Claude-Edmonde Magny also points out the subordindWand rather special

role played by women in.arrof Steinbeck's novels. `Instiad-of the traditional

boyoikeets-girl,-the plot usually invOlyes the encounter of two men and all

that ensues from that particular relationthip: This is true of Mac and Jim

(In Dubious Battle), }George and Linnie (Of Mice and Men), and Danny and Pilon

(Tortilla Flat) to name, a few examples. Magny questions the meaning of "true

couple" as two malgS, conclUding that, "The most apparent meaning--and one

that is contrapuntally-reinforced by other themes in the novels mentioned--

it the expulsion. of Woman from the true human community".

Space prevents presenting a thorough diagnosis of the kinds of,-and

reasons for, the female stereotypes in the works of the authors discussed. JY.

Their influence on,other American novelists has been strong. Especially

prevalent is'a breed "who too early got hung up on Hemingway's jockstrap"

as Hortense Calisher so aptly puts it. I would have hoped that conscious- A

nest of this tendency, would influence works being published in the last decade,

.however, much that I have read lately convinces me that for the American male

novelist,' woman remains very much Other.


